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Background: Knowledge of plant secondary cell wall (SCW) regulation and deposition is mainly based on the
Arabidopsis model of a ‘typical’ lignocellulosic SCW. However, SCWs in other plants can vary from this. The SCW
of mature cotton seed fibres is highly cellulosic and lacks lignification whereas xylem SCWs are lignocellulosic. We
used cotton as a model to study different SCWs and the expression of the genes involved in their formation via
RNA deep sequencing and chemical analysis of stem and seed fibre.
Results: Transcriptome comparisons from cotton xylem and pith as well as from a developmental series of seed
fibres revealed tissue-specific and developmentally regulated expression of several NAC transcription factors some
of which are likely to be important as top tier regulators of SCW formation in xylem and/or seed fibre. A so far
undescribed hierarchy was identified between the top tier NAC transcription factors SND1-like and NST1/2 in
cotton. Key SCW MYB transcription factors, homologs of Arabidopsis MYB46/83, were practically absent in cotton
stem xylem. Lack of expression of other lignin-specific MYBs in seed fibre relative to xylem could account for the
lack of lignin deposition in seed fibre. Expression of a MYB103 homolog correlated with temporal expression of
SCW CesAs and cellulose synthesis in seed fibres. FLAs were highly expressed and may be important structural
components of seed fibre SCWs. Finally, we made the unexpected observation that cell walls in the pith of cotton
stems contained lignin and had a higher S:G ratio than in xylem, despite that tissue’s lacking many of the gene
transcripts normally associated with lignin biosynthesis.
Conclusions: Our study in cotton confirmed some features of the currently accepted gene regulatory cascade for
‘typical’ plant SCWs, but also revealed substantial differences, especially with key downstream NACs and MYBs. The
lignocellulosic SCW of cotton xylem appears to be achieved differently from that in Arabidopsis. Pith cell walls in
cotton stems are compositionally very different from that reported for other plant species, including Arabidopsis.
The current definition of a ‘typical’ primary or secondary cell wall might not be applicable to all cell types in all
plant species.
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Development of secondary cell walls (SCWs) was a key
event during the evolution of land plants. The thick,
specialised SCWs of xylem vessels and xylem fibres of
angiosperms and tracheids of gymnosperms allow trees
to grow to more than 100 m in height. In many species,
pollen release and fertilisation, as well as seed dispersal
are facilitated by specialised SCWs. Plants can also de-
posit localised ‘SCW-like’ structures in response to
pathogen attack, or in specialised cells types such as
transfer cells. Domesticated cottons produce long seed
fibres that have extremely thick SCWs and hence are
traded globally in textile and biomaterial markets. Our
most comprehensive understanding on how SCWs are
made has mainly come from detailed work over the last
decade on xylem vessels and fibres in Arabidopsis thali-
ana [1–3] and other plants such as poplar [4], rice [5],
grasses [6], spruce [7]. The SCWs in these plants are
generally considered as ‘typical’ SCWs: they are com-
posed of approximately equal measures of cellulose, lig-
nins and hemicelluloses, and some proteins, but the
specific composition can be variable between tissues and
species. SCWs are deposited between the cell’s external
primary cell wall (PCW) and the plasma membrane,
often once cell expansion has ceased, and are usually or-
ders of magnitude thicker than the PCW.
The current view of the regulation of lignocellulosic
SCW deposition is that a cascade of SCW-specific
NAC (for NAM, ATAF1/2, and CUC2) and MYB
(myeloblastosis) transcription factors (TFs) regulate
downstream TFs such as other NACs, MYBs, and
KNATs (knotted-like from Arabidopsis thaliana) and
the SCW biosynthetic genes encoding, for example,
cellulose synthases (CesAs), lignin-related enzymes,
enzymes for hemicellulose synthesis, and other cell
wall structural components [1–3].
Different pairs of NACs act in a top tier of these ligno-
cellulosic SCW regulatory cascades in particular Arabi-
dopsis cell types [8, 9]. VND6/VND7 (for vascular
related NAC domain) have been shown to activate the
SCW program of xylem vessels [9, 10], SND1/NST1 (for
secondary wall-associated NAC domain protein1/NAC
secondary thickening promoting factor1) that of xylem
fibres [11–13] and anthers [14], whereas NST1/NST2
control the SCW program of the anther endothecium
[15]. Orthologues of these genes have been identified in
species such as poplar [16], rice [5], and maize [5]. The
non-vascular moss Physcomitrella patens has VND-
related NACs with roles for thick cell wall formation
[17]. Some SCW NACs such as VNI1 (for VND-Inter-
acting 1) and VNI2 can have repressor functions [18].
MYBs appear to play key roles as transcriptional acti-
vators in the middle tier of the SCW regulatory cascade
both in angiosperms and gymnosperms. In Arabidopsis,the critical TFs are the partially redundant MYB46 and
MYB83 [19–21] and this appears to also be the case in
tree species [22, 23], rice, and maize [5]. The top tier
NACs and MYB46/83 coordinate the expression of
downstream TFs that may be activators or repressors
and include XND1, SND2, SND3, KNAT7, MYB103,
MYB20, MYB42, MYB43, MYB52, MYB54, MYB69,
and MYB85 [24]; reviewed by [1, 9].
The genes encoding enzymes of SCW biosynthesis
have been investigated in most detail in Arabidopsis,
but also in woody plants [2, 25–30]. Of the ten known
Arabidopsis CesAs, AtCesA4, AtCesA7, and AtCesA8
are considered important for SCW synthesis, whereas
AtCesA1, AtCesA3, and AtCesA6 are essential for
PCWs. Homologs of the SCW CesAs are known in
many other species, such as cotton [31, 32], rice [33],
poplar [34], and Brachypodium [35]. Other proteins/en-
zymes involved in cellulose biosynthesis, structure, and
deposition, including in SCWs [25, 26], include COBL4
(Cobra-like 4), CTL1 (chitinase-like protein 1), CTL2
(chitinase-like protein 2), TED6 (tracheary element dif-
ferentiation-related 6), POM2/CSI (pom pom 2/cellu-
lose synthase-interactive protein1), KOR (KORRIGAN),
certain RLKs (receptor-like kinases) such as HERK1
(Hercules1) [36], FLA11 and FLA12 (fasciclin-like ara-
binogalactan proteins 11, 12) [37], FRA1 (fragile fibre
1) [38], and SuS (sucrose synthase) [39].
Lignins are composed of syringyl (S), guaiacyl (G),
and/or p-hydroxyphenyl (H) units derived from the phe-
nylpropanoid pathway [40, 41]. Lignin composition var-
ies across cell types and genera, but the enzymes of the
general and lignin-specific phenylpropanoid pathway are
well conserved across many species and include phenyl-
alanine ammonia lyase (PAL), cinnamate-4-hydroxylase
(C4H), 4-hydroxycinnamate CoA ligase (4CL), hydroxy-
cinnamoyl transferase (HCT), coumarate 3-hydroxylase
(C3H), caffeoyl-CoA O-methyltransferase (CCoAOMT),
ferulate 5-hydroxylase (F5H), caffeic acid O-methyl-
transferase (COMT), cinnamoyl-CoA reductase (CCR),
and cinnamyl alcohol dehydrogenase (CAD) [42, 43].
Monolignols are oxidized in the cell wall by laccases or
peroxidases and form lignin in a spontaneous process
[40, 43, 44]. Transcriptional activators of lignin synthe-
sis include MYBs such as AtMYB58, AtMYB63, and
PtrMYB28 [45] and other TFs. On the other hand,
AtMYB4-, AtMYB7-, and AtMYB32-related TFs from
different species have been shown to specifically repress
lignin biosynthetic genes [46–48].
‘Typical’ SCWs also contain hemicelluloses [49], of
which xylans such as glucuronoxylan (major dicot
form) and glucuronoarabinoxylan (major gymnosperm
and monocot form) are major components. Some
genes encoding enzymes for xylan synthesis have been
proposed [2].
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a PCW that elongates from the seed coat to reach a few
centimetres in length before filling with a thick SCW.
They are an exceptional example of a ‘highly cellulosic’
SCW being composed of ~94% cellulose [50–52] and
with almost no lignin [53, 54]. Its SCW is so different to
lignocellulosic SCWs that it is not surprising that the
genes involved in its formation, or at least their expres-
sion, are different [55, 56]. On the other hand, the SCWs
in cotton stem xylem are more likely to be similar to
those in other plants. In a novel approach, that enables
understanding of how the same genome can translate to
entirely different cell walls, we have used cotton as a
model to study global gene expression differences in a
range of tissues and cells depositing compositionally dif-
ferent cell walls to understand how those compositions
may be regulated at a transcriptional level. We also use
state of the art NMR and biochemical analyses as well as
microimaging to determine the compositional differ-
ences amongst xylem, pith, and seed fibre cells within
the cotton plant. We discovered that cotton tissues con-
tain a number of ‘atypical’ cell wall types that are regu-
lated through modified hierarchical gene cascades that
have diverged from those found in other plants.
Methods
Plant growth and tissue harvest
Gossypium hirsutum Coker 315–11 plants were grown
in temperature controlled glasshouse conditions (31 °C
18 h day-time; 26 °C 6 h night-time) under natural sum-
mer daylight in Canberra, Australia. Plants were grown
in pots containing soil and Osmocote fertiliser for ap-
proximately 10 weeks. Xylem and pith samples were
hand-dissected from internodes 5, 6, and 7 (distance
from cotyledons) from stem and flash-frozen in liquid
nitrogen and stored at −80 °C; three biological replicates
were harvested. Hand sections were checked using mi-
croscopy to ensure there was no cross-contamination
from other tissues (Additional file 1). Seeds and attached
seed fibres were harvested at 7 DPA (days post anthesis),
pooled 14, 15, 16 DPA (average 15 DPA), and 25 DPA,
from three biological replicates (2 bolls each), flash-
frozen in liquid nitrogen, and stored at −80 °C. Seed fi-
bres were separated from the seeds using tweezers and
hand-ground to a fine powder using a mortar and pestle
in liquid nitrogen. Appropriate time points for seed fibre
harvest were identified based on in-house chemical ana-
lyses of a developmental series of seed fibre (Pettolino
et al., submitted) and [50].
Histology
Freshly harvested stem segments were fixed in 70% (v/v)
ethanol and cross-sectioned to approximately 120 μm.
Sections were stained with toluidine blue for 1 min andwashed twice with water. Sections were viewed and
photographed under a Leica DMR upright fluorescence
microscope using brightfield settings.
Cell wall polysaccharide composition from
monosaccharide-linkage analysis
Ground seed fibre, pith, and xylem tissue was extracted
with successive washes of 70% (v/v) ethanol (three
times), chloroform and methanol (1:1), methanol and
then acetone before drying to prepare an alcohol-
insoluble residue (AIR) enriched in cell walls. AIR was
de-starched using porcine pancreatic α-amylase (Sigma
A3176), then carboxyl reduced (to assist in the deter-
mination of uronic acids and their methyl esters) before
derivatisation by methylation, hydrolysis, reduction and
acetylation according to Pettolino, Walsh [57]. Deduced
monosaccharide linkages, as determined by GC-MS,
were grouped according to most likely polysaccharide
assignments for summation of mol% of those derivatives
to give estimates of the relative proportion of each poly-
saccharide in the sample [57].
Lignin analysis
Cell wall lignin content was determined as acetyl brom-
ide lignin essentially as described [58] using alkali lignin
from Aldrich (370959) as a standard. AIR was de-
starched as above and protein depleted by successive
washes with phosphate buffer, Triton X-100, sodium
chloride, water, and acetone according to Moreira-Vilar,
Siqueira-Soares [59].
Samples were prepared for 2D–NMR for each seed
fibre, pith, and xylem tissue [60]. Freeze dried tissues
were cut into small pieces and pre-ground using a Mixer
Mill MM 400 (Retsch) under the condition of 30 s−1 vi-
brational frequency for 30–180 s, depending on the
amount of sample. The pre-ground samples were ex-
tracted successively under ultra-sonication with distilled
water (20 min, three times), 80% aqueous ethanol
(20 min, three times) and acetone (20 min, twice). After
drying in a freeze dryer, samples were ball-milled using a
Fritsch planetary micro mill Pulverisette 7 vibrating at
600 rpm with zirconium dioxide (ZrO2) vessels contain-
ing ZrO2 ball bearings (10 mm × 10). The ball-milled
pith and xylem tissues were gelled in DMSO-d6/pyri-
dine-d5 (4:1) for NMR analysis. To concentrate cell wall
components other than polysaccharides, the ball-milled
seed fibre was subjected to digestion (72 h × 2) using
Cellulysin® cellulase, Trichoderma viride (Calbiochem),
at 35 °C in acetate buffer (pH 5.0). The residues after the
enzyme digestion were dissolved into DMSO-d6/pyri-
dine-d5 (4:1). NMR spectra were acquired on a Bruker
Biospin AVANCE 700-MHz spectrometer fitted with a
cryogenically-cooled 5-mm quadruple-resonance 1H/
31P/13C/15N QCI gradient probe with inverse geometry
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periments were carried out using the standard Bruker
pulse sequence ‘hsqcetgpsisp2.2’ (phase-sensitive gradient-
edited 2D HSQC using adiabatic pulses for inversion
and refocusing), using the following parameters: ac-
quired from 11.5 to −0.5 ppm in F2 (1H) with 1682 data
points (acquisition time 100 ms), from 215 to −5 ppm
in F1 (13C) with 620 increments (F1 acquisition time
8.0 ms) with a 0.5 s interscan delay (D1); the d24 delay
was set to 0.86 ms (1/8 J, J = 145 Hz). Processing used
typical matched-Gaussian apodization (GB = 0.001,
LB = −0.1) in F2, and squared cosine-bell and one level
of linear prediction (32 coefficients) in F1. The central
DMSO peak was used as internal reference (δC: 39.51,
δH: 2.49 ppm). Volume integration of contours was per-
formed on data reprocessed without linear prediction,
and used Bruker’s TopSpin 3.2 (Mac) software. For S/G/H
quantification, the S2/6 (C2-H2/C6-H6), G2 (C2-H2) anda b
Fig. 1 2D–HSQC-NMR spectra of pith and xylem tissues. a, c Aliphatic/alde
wall gel samples in DMSO-d6:pyridine-d5 (4:1). a, b: Pith tissue. c, d: Xylem
of co-located polysaccharides with Aα, however the spectra allow the rel
structures responsible. ABL refers to total lignin content measured as aceH2/6 (C2-H2/C6-H6) correlations were used, and the G2
integral was logically doubled. For measurements of major
lignin interunit linkages in their β-O-4, β-β, and β-5
structures, the contours corresponding to Aα, Bα and
Cα (Fig. 1) were integrated.
RNA extraction, cDNA synthesis, and quantitative
real-time PCR (qPCR)
RNA was extracted from xylem, pith, and seed fibre
samples using a Qiagen RNeasy plant miniKit following
the manufacturer’s instructions, with the exception that
the RLT buffer was modified to include dithiothreitol
(0.31% w/v; Boehringer), proteinase K (0.33% w/v;
Amresco K525), polyvinylpyrrolidone-40 (2% w/v; Sigma
PVP-40) and that the RLT-incubation step was per-
formed for approximately 5 min at 40 °C to increase
RNA yield and quality as assessed on a NanoDrop spec-
trophotometer (Thermo Scientific). Rnase-free DNasec d
hyde and b, d aromatic regions of 1H–13C (HSQC) spectra from cell
tissue. Levels of A, B and C in pith (A) were not quantified because
ative estimation. NMR lignin correlations are coloured to match the
tyl bromide lignin
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mended. Quality of RNA intended for sequencing was
confirmed on a BioAnalyzer 2100 (Agilent Inc.).
cDNA synthesis was performed on 700 ng RNA using
Superscript III (Invitrogen) following the manufacturer’s
instructions and an oligo(dT)22V primer. qPCR was
performed with four technical replicates using diluted
cDNA, specified primer pairs (Additional file 2), Fast
SYBR Green Master Mix (LifeTechnologies), and a
7900HT Fast Real-Time PCR System (Applied Biosys-
tems) using comparative quantitation analysis against
an internal reference gene (Gh_D_13g1487).
RNAseq
Individual sequencing libraries were prepared at the
ACRF Biomolecular Resource Facility, The Australian
National University, from total RNA from stem xylem
and pith and seed fibre using in-house protocols. Each
library had unique barcode adaptors and were pooled
before sequencing across 5 lanes using Illumina
HiSeq2000 according to the manufacturer’s protocol.
All reads were aligned to the G. raimondii reference
genome [61, 62] using TopHat [63] (version 2.0.9,
default parameters). Aligned BAM files were further
processed using Cufflinks [64] (version 2.1.1, default
parameters) and Cuffmerge [64] was used to produce a
non-redundant set of transcripts. Read counts were
then generated for each gene in each sample using the
intersectBed program [65] (BedTools version 2.16.2)
and custom Perl scripts by using annotated gene loca-
tions. Unaligned reads were not further analysed.
Differential expression analysis was performed using
edgeR [66] (version 2.6.12) between samples following
the authors’ recommendations; read counts per gene
were normalised using the trimmed-mean of M-values
(TMM) method [67].
Gene set enrichment analysis was performed using
G:Profiler [68, 69]. Benjamini-Hochberg [70] adjusted
p value (false-discovery rate) thresholds of 0.05 were
used to evaluate the overall number of differentially
expressed genes and a p-value of <1e−6 to identify the
more highly significant differentially regulated genes.
Results and discussion
Cotton plants have compositionally ‘atypical’ primary and
secondary cell walls
We determined the cell wall composition, in particular
the lignin and polysaccharide content, of stem xylem
and pith (considered to be SCW and PCW tissue types,
respectively) as well as seed fibres (a developmental
series from PCW, transition to SCW and SCW depos-
ition stages) to understand the variety of cell wall types
present in cotton. Previous work had suggested that
SCWs of mature seed fibres [54] and those of cottonstem pith [53] may be lignified, so we measured acetyl
bromide lignin (ABL) in the cell walls from xylem, pith,
and mature seed fibre and characterised the lignins by
NMR (Fig. 1, Additional file 3). Stem xylem and pith
from the same stem segments both contained high
levels of lignin. Mature seed fibre, on the other hand,
contained only low amounts of measurable ABL. NMR
of mature and immature (25 DPA) seed fibre could not
detect signals for guaiacyl nor syringyl lignin but could
detect two peaks in aromatic regions that are consistent
with the existence of p-hydroxphenyl units. If lignin
does exist in cotton seed fibre it has an unusual com-
position in that it is not composed of the typical “G”
and “S” subunits found in ‘normal’ dicot lignins. NMR
indicated that the lignin in the pith tissue had a sub-
stantially higher S:G ratio (~70:30) than that in the
xylem (~40:60). The higher S:G ratio of pith lignin was
also reflected in its lignin structure as indicated by the
larger peak of Aβ(S) than of Aβ(G) in the aliphatic re-
gion of the spectra.
To characterise polysaccharide composition, we per-
formed monosaccharide linkage analysis on the cell walls
from stem xylem, stem pith, and seed fibre at 7 DPA
(PCW, SF07), at 14–16 DPA (transition to SCW, SF15),
and at 25 DPA (SCW, SF25) (Table 1, Additional file 4).
We found that although seed fibre walls at maturity
were over 90% cellulose with almost no lignin, cell walls
during fibre elongation (SF07) and the transition to
SCW development (SF15) contained considerably less
cellulose and had more pectic polysaccharides and the
hemicelluloses xyloglucan, heteroxylan, and heteroman-
nan than those fibres actively depositing SCWs at 25
DPA. The relative proportion of callose was very low in
xylem and pith and low in 7 DPA walls, but was highest
in the transition walls, as has also been reported by
Maltby, Carpita [71]. The cotton stem xylem cell walls
were more typical of other dicot SCWs being composed
predominantly of cellulose, lignin, and heteroxylan. Stem
pith cell walls, surprisingly, had a composition similar to
that in xylem, but with a greater proportion of pectic
polysaccharides with a higher degree of methyl esterifi-
cation (DE). They also had relatively high levels of lignin,
cellulose, and heteroxylan, all of which are not ‘typical’
of PCWs in Arabidopsis and some other plant species. It
is therefore difficult to describe cotton stem pith as a
classical PCW tissue, but considering that these cells
lack any obvious secondary wall thickening and stain like
primary walls with toluidine blue while giving a positive
Maule reaction for lignin (Additional file 5), without fur-
ther extensive analysis, we can only suggest that the pith
in cotton is composed of cells with lignified PCWs and a
composition that is ‘atypical’. Lignified PCWs have been
described in dark-grown maize coleoptiles [72] and in
cell suspension cultures of hybrid aspen [73].
Table 1 Cell wall composition of cotton stem xylem, stem pith, and seed fibres
XYLM PITH SF07 SF15 SF25
Homogalacturonan 1.0 ± 0.1 4.0 ± 0.6 19.7 ± 5.0 13.7 ± 0.5 0.7 ± 0.4
Rhamnogalacturonan 0.6 ± 0.1 0.9 ± 0.02 4.3 ± 1.3 4.8 ± 0.2 0.4 ± 0.1
Arabinan 0.5 ± 0.2 0.7 ± 0.1 15.1 ± 1.8 8.6 ± 0.1 0.2 ± 0.1
Type I AG 0.3 ± 0.02 0.5 ± 0.1 2.9 ± 0.3 2.9 ± 0.1 0.1 ± 0.02
Type II AG 0.6 ± 0.1 0.4 ± 0.1 8.2 ± 0.2 8.2 ± 0.01 0.9 ± 0.01
Heteroxylan 27.6 ± 4.3 19.8 ± 7.1 2.9 ± 1.1 1.7 ± 0.1 0.6 ± 0.1
Callose 0.1 ± 0.001 0.1 ± 0.05 2.1 ± 0.5 12.2 ± 0.9 8.7 ± 2.5
Heteromannan 3.4 ± 0.5 2.8 ± 0.1 5.6 ± 0.3 5.6 ± 0.4 1.4 ± 0.02
Xyloglucan 4.8 ± 0.6 4.1 ± 0.7 9.5 ± 1.4 10.6 ± 0.7 1.4 ± 0.5
Cellulose 61.0 ± 5.9 66.7 ± 7.3 23.4 ± 0.1 29.2 ± 0.5 85.6 ± 3.4
Others tr tr 6.4 ± 0.2 2.6 ± 0.5 tr
4-GalA DE 42.5 ± 3.5 51.0 ± 5.7 49.0 ± 5.7 42.5 ± 3.5 20.0 ± 0.00
Polysaccharide composition of cell walls deduced from linkage analysis of cotton stem xylem (XYLM), stem pith (PITH), and 7, 15, and 25 DPA seed fibre (SF07,
SF15, SF25) in mol%. Mean values ± SD are shown (n = 2). AG, arabinogalactan; 1,4-GalA DE, (1,4)-linked galacturonic acid degree of esterification, tr, <0.05 mol%
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fibres are reflected in their tissue-specific transcriptomes
Even though they are both considered to be SCWs, the
cell walls of mature cotton seed fibres and stem xylem
are very different compositionally (Table 1). To deter-
mine which genes contribute to these different types of
SCWs, we performed RNA sequencing on the five dif-
ferent cotton (G. hirsutum) tissues described earlier
(Fig. 2a, b). Sixty-five percent of the sequencing reads
mapped to the G. raimondii D-genome, enabling us to
determine transcript identity and relative abundance.
The identified genes were annotated based on the amino
acid similarity of the encoded proteins to the closest cor-
responding Arabidopsis proteins and their annotations
(TAIR10, [74]). We note that tissues and genes of G. hir-
sutum (A + D Genome), a highly spinnable cotton, were
mined here by using the cotton reference genome publi-
cally available at the time, G. raimondii (D-genome);a b c
Fig. 2 Summary of differentially expressed genes in cotton stem xylem, ste
These included stem xylem (XYLM), stem pith (PITH), and seed fibre at 7
Days Post Anthesis. b Typical cell walls found in each tissue type. c Hiera
stem and seed fibre samples. The biological replicate of each tissue is sho
expressed genes in various comparisons between developmental or tissu
expressed genes might potentially be involved in is noted. SCW, secondafuture studies using a reference genome of G. hirsutum
could provide valuable insights. Hierarchical clustering
confirmed that the three biological replicates of each
tissue type (only two replicates in the case of the pith
from which it was difficult to extract enough high qual-
ity RNA) clustered together (Fig. 2c). As found for the
xylem and seed fibre replicates, the two pith replicates
had very similar results. We found that the stem xylem
and pith transcriptomes were more similar to each
other than they were to those of the seed fibre and that
the different seed fibre transcriptomes showed more
similarity to each other than to either of the stem tran-
scriptomes (Fig. 2c).
Differential expression comparisons were performed
amongst the transcriptomes of the different tissues and
cells to identify genes important for cotton SCW biogen-
esis (Fig. 2d). Approximately 12,500 genes were differen-
tially expressed (at an adjusted p-value of 0.05) betweend
m pith, and seed fibres. a Tissues sampled for transcriptome analysis.
DPA (SF07), 14, 15, 16, DPA (SF15), and 25 DPA (SF25). DPA denotes
rchical clustering of the differentially expressed genes across the
wn as a number (1–3). d Total overall number of differentially
e types, at a p-value of 0.05. The processes that these differentially
ry cell wall; PCW, primary cell wall
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SCW and PCW tissue types, approximately 7000 genes
were differentially expressed between SF25 and SF07,
and approximately 4400 genes between stem xylem and
pith samples (Fig. 2d). Comparison of SF15 with SF07 or
SF25 revealed about 3000 and 5000 genes differentially
expressed at the transition to seed fibre SCW synthesis,
respectively (Fig. 2d).
We examined expression levels (as FKPM – fragments
per kilobase of million reads mapped) in more detail
for the following differentially expressed gene classes:
NACs, MYBs, WRKYs, auxin-related TFs, KNATs,
BEL1-likes, bHLH TFs, cellulose synthase-related, phe-
nylpropanoid pathway-related, and FLAs. Some but not
all of these classes contain members that are considered
key components of the current ‘typical’ SCW gene regu-
latory network.
Homologs of top tier NAC transcriptional regulators of
secondary cell wall deposition show tissue-specific
expression in cotton
Several members of the NAC TF family are considered
key regulators of Arabidopsis SCW biogenesis pathways
[1–3]. In our data, we found 13 NAC groups that were
differentially expressed between the different cotton
samples (Fig. 3, Additional files 6 and 7). SND1- and
NST1/2-related genes were expressed specifically in
xylem cells and/or seed fibre with SCWs, in agreement
with the current model for Arabidopsis which places
SND1 and NST1/2 in a top tier. Notably, the
two SND1-like genes with notable expression levels
(Gorai003G0777000 and Gorai008G259700) were
already expressed at the transition stage, whereas the
NST1/2-related genes were only expressed at the 25
DPA (SCW) stage. The earlier onset of SND1-like- com-
pared to NST1/2-expression was confirmed using quanti-
tative real-time PCR in an independent set of samples
including additional seed fibre stages and other plant
tissues (Fig. 4). Tuttle JR, et al. [55] also found
Gorai003G0777000- and Gorai008G259700-homologous
genes in G. barbadense and G. hirsutum seed fibre to be
up-regulated at 15 DPA compared to 10 DPA. Although
they concluded that these are NST1-related NACs, the
phylogenetic analyses from this study indicate that these
genes are more related to the SND1 types (Additional
file 7); based on the known literature and nucleotide
and amino acid phylogenetic analyses, the currently
best estimation is that they are SND1-like. SND1-like
NACs therefore appear to act earlier than NST1/2 in
cotton seed fibre SCW development unlike in Arabi-
dopsis where SND1 and NST1/2 are thought to be
equivalent top tier TFs. The Arabidopsis stem xylem
system is not conducive to transcriptome analysis at
the transition stage, so it may be possible that SND1acts, at least temporally, upstream of NST1 in Arabi-
dopsis and other plant species. In support of this,
transformation of Arabidopsis with ProSND1:GUS re-
sulted in GUS expression in xylem fibre during elong-
ation prior to SCW deposition [11] while this may
not be the case for ProNST1:GUS [15].
In Arabidopsis the second or middle tier NAC, SND2,
is considered to act downstream of SND1/NST1 in the
xylem fibre SCW network [8, 21] and this appears to be
similar in cotton seed fibre SCW development. The
cotton SND2/3-related transcripts were observed in 25
DPA, but not in 7 DPA or 15 DPA seed fibre, whereas
SND1-like expression was already induced in 15 DPA
seed fibre (Fig. 3). One of those SND2-related NAC
genes, Gorai009G166300, showed predominant expres-
sion in 25 DPA fibres and had the highest transcript
level of any of the NAC-related genes across the seed
fibre series. In Arabidopsis, SND2 is able to directly ac-
tivate the CesA8 promoter [8] and some have suggested
it specifically controls cellulose, mannan, and xylan bio-
synthesis, as well as lignin polymerization, but not
monolignol synthesis [75], and thus Gorai009G166300
may have a similar role in cotton fibres (excluding lignin
polymerization as that does not occur in the fibre SCW).
In Arabidopsis, VND-related TFs regulate SCW de-
position in xylem vessels and are considered to be top
tier TFs together with SND1 and NST1/2 [8, 9]. In our
samples, VND-related genes showed expression mainly
in xylem, but not much in seed fibre (Fig. 3). SND1-
and NST1/2-related TFs are therefore likely to be top
tier SCW NACs in seed fibre SCW biogenesis, whereas
they may be accompanied by VND-related TFs in cot-
ton stem xylem.
There was no consistent expression pattern for the
VNI2/1-related genes in our samples (Fig. 3). However, two
of the genes (Gorai005G195300 and Gorai012G125500)
showed highest expression in xylem and pith, indicating
that they have a specific function in stem. In contrast,
Gorai007G065300 showed increasing transcript levels
in seed fibre from 7 to 25 DPA, with lower expression
in the stem samples. It has been suggested that VNIs
can function as repressors of NAC function by interact-
ing with other NAC TFs [18] and this may also be the
case in cotton seed fibre.
In Arabidopsis and poplar, XND1 is thought to act as
a repressor of xylem SCWs [76]. In our cotton samples
we observed moderate levels of expression of XND1-re-
lated genes in xylem, but they were completely absent
from seed fibre (Fig. 3).
Members of several NAC groups, that have not previously
featured in SCW regulation, were specifically up-regulated
to sometimes high levels in cotton xylem compared
to pith or seed fibres, and these include ANAC036/
61- (Gorai001G122800, 006G113000), ANAC071/96-
Fig. 3 NAC transcription factor expression during Gossypium
hirsutum SCW and PCW formation. The heat map shows the RNA
expression level as normalised FPKM of each differentially expressed
NAC across the five tissues sampled. The differentially expressed
NAC transcription factors were classified into ‘NAC TF groups’ based
on phylogenetic similarity with Arabidopsis NACs (Additional file 7).
XYLM, stem xylem; PITH, stem pith; SF07, seed fibre at 7 DPA; SF15,
seed fibre at 14, 15, 16, DPA; SF25, seed fibre at 25 DPA; DPA, days
post anthesis
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lated NACs (Gorai012G037600) (Fig. 3). These NACs
are good candidates for future studies of cotton xylem
SCW development. We also found some NAC-related
TFs that were expressed highly in just pith compared to
xylem or seed fibres, i.e., ANAC074 (Gorai001G254300,
Gorai004G221300, Gorai007G147300) and CUC3/NAC1-
related (Gorai009G354900) NACs. In contrast, few of the
identified NAC-related genes showed particularly high ex-
pression in elongating or transition stage seed fibres. This
indicates that NAC TFs, with the exception of the SND1-
related genes, do not play a major role at those develop-
mental stages.
Our data are in general agreement with the current
model of SCW regulation in Arabidopsis as SND1-,
NST1/2-, and VND-related NACs are all present in cotton
cells undergoing SCW deposition and are amongst the
early genes to be induced. However, a further level of
detail might have to be added to the current model as our
seed fibre developmental series strongly suggests that
SND1-like TFs act earlier than NST1/2-related TFs in the
SCW regulatory network. Additionally, many so far
uncharacterised members of the NAC TF family displayed
xylem-specific expression, suggesting possible roles for
these genes in the lignocellulosic SCW gene regulatory
network different to the highly cellulosic network found
in seed fibre and these warrant further investigation.
Important ‘MYB master switches’ are missing in some
cotton tissues with secondary cell walls
Several MYB TFs have been described as being important
for SCW deposition or composition [19–23]. We identi-
fied 65 MYB or MYB-like genes that were differentially
expressed in at least one of the analysed comparisons
(Fig. 5, Additional file 6). Twenty of these were putative
homologs of MYB TFs known to be involved in regula-
tion of SCW or lignin synthesis in Arabidopsis. Amongst
these MYB genes, those encoding putative MYB50/61
and MYB103 homologs showed very high transcript
levels in 25 DPA seed fibres, but low levels in xylem. Ex-
pression of these MYBs began to be induced in 15 DPA
seed fibre and continued to increase until 25 DPA.
AtMYB50/61 have yet to be confirmed to have a role in
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Fig. 4 qPCR tissue profiling of select SND1 and NST1 NACs differentially expressed during cotton SCW development. qPCR based expression
analysis was performed for key NACs that were differentially expressed between the different cotton SCW and PCW cell types. Comparative
expression relative to ubiquitin is shown as relative abundance. These were SND1-like NACs (a) Gorai.003G077700 and (b) Gorai.008G259700, as well as
NST1-related NACs (c) Gorai.007G112500 and (d) Gorai.008G130300. Expression profiling of the identified NACs in RNA from a range of tissues including
a cotyledon, b hypocotyl, c young root, d petiole, e leaf blade, f petal, g stamen, h stigma, i boll coat, j upper stem, k middle stem, and a seed fibre
developmental series from l 5 DPA, m 7DPA, n 10DPA, o 12 DPA, p 14 DPA, q 15 DPA, r 16 DPA, s 17 DPA, t 18 DPA, u 19 DPA, v 20 DPA, w 25 DPA
Mean values ± SD are shown (n = 3), otherwise single replicates are shown. n.d., nil detected; DPA, days post anthesis
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hand, has been shown to regulate expression of AtF5H1
and consequently the S:G ratio of lignin in Arabidopsis
[77]. Additionally, AtMYB103 has been identified as a
direct target of the top tier NAC TFs and as a strong
activator of the AtCesA8 promoter [8]. Induction of the
two MYB103-related genes in cotton seed fibre corre-
lated well with the induction of the SND1-like genes in
the same samples so they may also positively regulate
MYB103 expression in seed fibre. The possible down-
stream targets of MYB103 TFs in cotton will be dis-
cussed later, but it is worth mentioning that both F5H1-
and CesA8-related gene expression correlated well with
the temporal and tissue-specific expression of the two
MYB103-related genes.
Transcripts of genes encoding putative MYB42/85
homologs were almost exclusively present in xylem, in
agreement with their proposed function in Arabidopsis
in activating transcription of genes in the lignin-specific
part of the phenylpropanoid pathway [8]. The absence of
notable levels of MYB42/85-related gene transcripts and
presumably also protein in cotton seed fibre provides at
least a partial explanation for the low lignin content ob-
served for these cells. One of the MYB42/85-related
genes (Gorai006G064000) was expressed at moderate
levels in pith. However, whether this is the reason for
the surprisingly high lignin content of cotton pith cell
walls requires further analysis. AtMYB58/63 have also
been found to positively regulate lignin deposition in
Arabidopsis [78]. However, the expression levels of two
putative MYB58/63-related genes (Gorai004G269400
and Gorai002G106300) were almost negligible in the
lignin-containing xylem and absent from the other sam-
ples, including pith, indicating that MYB58/63 homologs
do not play a major role in lignification of cell walls in
cotton. We did identify five genes encoding putative
homologs of AtMYB4/7/32, known repressors of lignin
biosynthetic genes [46–48], that had moderate transcript
levels in xylem and/or seed fibre, but no notable
amounts in pith. The relatively high transcript level of
the AtMYB4/7/32-related Gorai008G35700 in 25 DPA
fibre could be another explanation for the absence of
notable lignin deposition in seed fibres. On the other
hand, transcript levels of MYB4/7/32-related genes inpith and xylem were not negatively correlated with the
lignin level in the walls of those cells, which argues for a
different function for these MYBs in cotton stems.
We identified only one gene with detectable expres-
sion that potentially encodes a MYB46/83 homolog
(Gorai013G251100), with its transcript mainly present
in the 25 DPA sample. No notable amounts of transcript
were detected for any of the other genes that
potentially encode MYB46/83 homologs (Gorai006G129100,
Gorai001G138800, Gorai004G172700, Gorai004G037300).
Arabidopsis AtMYB46/83 and homologs in several
other plant species can activate the entire suite of SCW
biosynthetic programs [79]. The very low level of ex-
pression in cotton stem xylem with its more ‘typical’
SCW, suggests that there are ways of regulating compos-
ition of these cell walls other than those in Arabidopsis.
For many of the genes in the group we have classed as
“other MYBs” we found tissue-specific expression patterns,
suggesting specific functions in different cell types. The
three genes encoding putative AtMYB48 homologs, for
example, had the highest transcript levels for any MYBs
across all samples. However, their expression was entirely
absent from seed fibres, while only one of the genes was
expressed in pith (Gorai001G107900). To our knowledge,
AtMYB48 has not been previously associated with SCW
formation, but our results strongly suggest at least a poten-
tial xylem-specific function for the cotton homologs.
Another player in the current ‘typical’ SCW regulatory
network that is apparently missing in cotton is MYB75.
Arabidopsis AtMYB75 is a positive regulator of anthocya-
nin synthesis and together with AtKNAT7 represses SCW
synthesis [80]. The cotton genome does not appear to
encode a protein with significant similarity to AtMYB75,
but it does encode at least 3 KNAT7 homologs (Additional
file 8, C) two of which have their highest expression in 25
DPA seed fibres.
WRKY transcription factors are involved in stem, but not
seed fibre SCW development
We identified 55 WRKY genes that were differentially
expressed in at least one of the analysed comparisons
(Fig. 6, Additional file 6). In xylem and pith, most of the
WRKY genes were expressed at comparable levels or had
a predominance in one of the two tissue types. Only
Fig. 5 MYB transcription factor expression during Gossypium hirsutum
SCW and PCW formation. The heat map shows the RNA expression
level as normalised FPKM of each differentially expressed MYB across
the five tissues sampled. The groups are MYBs related to Arabidopsis
SCW MYBs, or other MYBs/MYB-like genes. XYLM, stem xylem; PITH,
stem pith; SF07, seed fibre at 7 DPA; SF15, seed fibre at 14, 15, 16, DPA;
SF25, seed fibre at 25 DPA; DPA, days post anthesis
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seed fibre compared to xylem and/or pith, a WRKY2
(Gorai013G179400), a WRKY3 (Gorai012G051500), and
a WRKY47 (Gorai001G147900) homolog, but expression
of these was generally low compared to other members
of the family in xylem/pith. AtWRKY12 and its homolog
in Medicago are the only WRKY TFs that have been
shown to be involved in SCW regulation, where they re-
press AtNST2 and loss of function of AtWRKY12 in
Arabidopsis results in ectopic lignin, xylan, and cellulose
deposition in stem pith [81]. Transcripts of genes en-
coding putative cotton WRKY12 homologs were only
detected in xylem and pith, but not in seed fibre. Strik-
ingly, in seed fibre, WRKY TFs are generally low or not
expressed at all. Ding, Chen [82] reported that WRKY
TFs may play a role in seed fibre development, based
on their differential expression at different times rela-
tive to 0 DPA in G. arboreum and G. raimondii. Our
data in G. hirsutum, however, suggests that WRKY TFs
may be more important in stem tissues than in seed
fibre development.
Other classes of TFs with differentially expressed genes
across the comparisons were auxin/IAA-related, BEL1-
like, and bHLH TFs (Additional files 6 and 8). We identi-
fied 21 auxin/IAA-related TF genes (Additional file 8, A),
with many of them having high transcript levels in xylem
and/or pith. Two genes, one IAA14/SLR- and one IAA30-
related gene (Gorai006G246000 and Gorai007G117700,
respectively) showed seed fibre-specific expression:
Gorai006G246000 showed moderate expression at 7 DPA
and highest transcript level at 15 DPA, whereas Gor-
ai007G117700 was exclusively expressed at 15 DPA.
These two TFs are potential candidates as activators of
SCW synthesis at the seed fibre transition stage, but fur-
ther experiments are required to test their function. In
Arabidopsis, IAA14/SLR has been shown to negatively
regulate lateral root initiation [80] and IAA30 has been
shown to be specifically expressed in the quiescent centre
of the root apical meristem [83], but their specific mode
of action is still unclear. BEL1-like TFs were highly
expressed in xylem and pith, but with no clear predomin-
ance in either tissue and some of the genes were also
expressed in seed fibre, especially at 25 DPA (Additional
file 8, B). Consequently, there is no clear bias in expression
of these TFs in cells with PCW or SCWs. bHLH-related
genes had very little expression in seed fibre compared
to stem (Additional file 8, D). Two exceptions were
Gorai002G016500 and Gorai009G176000 which were
much more highly expressed than in xylem suggesting a
seed fibre SCW-specific role. Cotton xylem had two
bHLH genes, Gorai011G292100 and Gorai013G242800,
with high levels compared to any of the other samples,
suggesting that these may play a specific role in lignocellu-
losic SCW synthesis.
Fig. 6 WRKY transcription factor expression during Gossypium hirsutum
SCW and PCW formation. The heat map shows the RNA expression
level as normalised FPKM of each differentially expressed WRKY across
the five tissues sampled. XYLM, stem xylem; PITH, stem pith; SF07, seed
fibre at 7 DPA; SF15, seed fibre at 14, 15, 16, DPA; SF25, seed fibre
at 25 DPA; DPA, days post anthesis
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Specific sets of CesAs are known to be involved in syn-
thesizing SCWs (or PCWs). We determined which CesA
genes were expressed in the different tissues in cotton
(Fig. 7, Additional file 6; the CesA groupings were
assigned based on their homology to Arabidopsis genes).
The PCW CesAs (CesA1-, CesA3- and CesA6-related)
were expressed relatively highly across the seed fibre de-
velopmental stages, including SF25, with lower abundance
in xylem and pith. In contrast, SCW CesA transcript levels
were very high in SF25, with the exception of one
CesA8-related gene (Gorai011G037900), and were hardly
expressed in the other two seed fibre samples or pith.
Expression levels of most of the genes in xylem were rela-
tively high, but still notably lower than in 25 DPA fibre.Fig. 7 CesA and CSL expression during Gossypium hirsutum SCW and
PCW formation. The heat map shows the RNA expression level as
normalised FPKM of each differentially expressed PCW CesA, SCW
CesA, and CSL-like gene across the five tissues sampled. XYLM, stem
xylem; PITH, stem pith; SF07, seed fibre at 7 DPA; SF15, seed fibre at
14, 15, 16, DPA; SF25, seed fibre at 25 DPA; DPA, days post anthesis
Fig. 8 FLA expression during Gossypium hirsutum SCW and PCW
formation. The heat map shows the RNA expression level as
normalised FPKM of each differentially expressed FLA gene. XYLM,
stem xylem; PITH, stem pith; SF07, seed fibre at 7 DPA; SF15, seed
fibre at 14, 15, 16, DPA; SF25, seed fibre at 25 DPA; DPA, days
post anthesis
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that was already expressed in 15 DPA seed fibre and con-
tinued to increase up to 25 DPA. This pattern correlates
well with the expression of the two MYB103-related genes
we identified (Fig. 5), suggesting that, as in Arabidopsis
where they strongly activate the AtCesA8 promoter [8],
these MYBs may regulate specific CesA expression in
cotton. One of the CesA4 genes, Gorai001G238100, was
specific to the seed fibre SCW stage, with high expression
at 25 DPA and very low expression in xylem tissue. Gor-
ai009G161200, another putative SCW CesA-related gene,
was found to be most highly expressed in 7 DPA seed
fibre, but its expression levels were generally low com-
pared to the expression levels of other PCW and SCW
CesA-related genes. In conclusion, the expression patterns
for the various classes of CesA-genes across the samples
were in general agreement with their respective classifica-
tion as either PCW or SCW CesAs [31]. Furthermore, the
much higher expression levels of SCW CesAs at 25 DPA
in seed fibre compared to xylem is indicative of the seed
fibre’s ultimate dedication to produce cellulose and is in
agreement with previous findings [55].
The cellulose synthase-like genes (CSLs) identified in
this study include CSLA, CSLC, CSLD, CSLE, and CSLG.
In contrast to the CesAs, the CSL transcripts were gen-
erally low in abundance in all samples. AtCSLA2 and
AtCSLA9 reportedly act in the synthesis of glucoman-
nan in Arabidopsis stems [84], but it seems that amongst
the homologs detected here, at least one CSLA2 gene is
early seed fibre-specific. The CSLA9 homologs were most
highly expressed in stem xylem, consistent with their
known role in Arabidopsis stems. There is evidence for
the involvement of CSLCs in xylogucan biosynthesis [85]
and we saw expression of CSLC homologs in 7 and 15
DPA seed fibre and the stem xylem samples, consistent
with the presence of xyloglucans in these tissues (Table 1).
CSLDs, including CSLD3, have been suggested to be in-
volved in mannan biosynthesis [86]. We saw expression of
CSLD3-related genes at reasonably high levels in stem tis-
sue, but lower levels in fibre, except for Gorai003G052200,
which was high-moderately expressed across the tissue
samples examined.
Several FLAs are likely to be key proteins in cell wall
deposition and function in seed fibre
A small sub-group of FLAs has been implicated in SCW
structure and function [37], so we examined which cotton
FLAs were expressed in tissues depositing SCWs. Of
the 17 differentially expressed FLAs, 11 had seed fibre-
specific expression (Fig. 8, Additional file 6). Additionally,
expression of nine of the genes was extremely high at 25
DPA, including FLA7-, FLA9-, FLA11-, FLA12-, and
FLA17-related genes. FLA proteins have previously been
reported as some of the most abundant glycoproteins indeveloping seed fibre [87]. In contrast to the wide range of
various FLA genes expressed in cotton seed fibre, only
FLA12- and FLA17-related genes showed any notable ex-
pression in xylem. These expression patterns of FLA genes
are strongly indicative of FLA proteins being key com-
ponents of cotton seed fibre cell walls, some especially
specific to the SCW synthesis stage.
Several other genes associated with cellulose synthe-
sis, structure, and deposition were also very highly
expressed in 25 DPA seed fibre, including: COBL4-re-
lated (Gorai004G063600, Gorai007G176400), CTL2-
related (Gorai006G078900, Gorai011G198500), FRA1
(Gorai002G134500), HERK1 (Gorai001G107000), and
KOR1 (Gorai010G143300) (Additional file 9). Addition-
ally, some putative xylan glycosyl transferase genes,
such as IRX9-related (Gorai006G168500) and IRX10-re-
lated (Gorai005G197500), were also highly and specific-
ally expressed in 25 DPA seed fibre.
Phenylpropanoid pathway genes are highly expressed in
tissues with lignified SCWs
We identified 43 lignin-specific or general phenylpro-
panoid pathway genes that were differentially expressed
in at least one of the analysed comparisons (Fig. 9,
Additional file 6). Additionally, ten genes encoding the
first three enzymes of the flavonoid-specific pathway,
an early branch of the general phenylpropanoid path-
way, were also differentially expressed. Expression of
Fig. 9 Phenylpropanoid pathway gene expression during Gossypium
hirsutum SCW and PCW formation. The heat map shows the RNA
expression level as normalised FPKM of each differentially expressed
phenylpropanoid pathway gene. These are grouped as general, lignin-
specific, and flavonol-specific phenylpropanoid pathway genes. Spec,
specific; XYLM, stem xylem; PITH, stem pith; SF07, seed fibre at 7 DPA;
SF15, seed fibre at 14, 15, 16, DPA; SF25, seed fibre at 25 DPA; DPA,
days post anthesis
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pith, tended to be more xylem-specific (low in pith),
with exception of members of the CAD family that
showed comparable transcript levels in both tissues.
Additionally, most phenylpropanoid genes and espe-
cially genes of the lignin-specific pathway were lowly
or not expressed in seed fibre compared to xylem,consistent with the absence of the known activators of
the lignin pathway, such as the MYB42/85-related TFs,
in these cells. The low abundance of lignin-specific
transcripts in seed fibre has been reported previously
[55] and provides an explanation for the lack of signifi-
cant lignification of seed fibre SCWs. However, the ab-
sence of lignin-specific transcripts (with the exception
of CAD) in pith was somewhat unexpected, as we ob-
served a relatively high lignin content for the cell walls
of these cells (Fig. 1). It is possible that although the
cells of the pith do not participate in making mono-
lignols themselves, they can convert the aldehydes that
are either actively or passively transported to them
from surrounding monolignol-making cells, to their
respective alcohols via CAD activity and complete the
lignification process. There is indeed evidence that
monolignols can be transferred to other cells/tissues to
be polymerised into lignin [41].
Curiously, the highest transcript level for one of the
genes encoding a F5H homolog (Gorai.007G197700)
was in 25 DPA seed fibre with no notable expression in
any of the other seed fibre samples or pith and approxi-
mately ten times less in xylem, despite there being no
substantial monolignol synthesis in this tissue. As men-
tioned earlier, F5H expression is directly activated by
MYB103 in Arabidopsis [77]. However, MYB103 has
also been shown to regulate CesA8 expression [8], a
regulatory step that most likely contributes to efficient
cellulose synthesis in SF25 as discussed earlier. Simi-
larly, we detected high levels for one CAD-related gene
(Gorai003G049600) specifically in 7 and 15 DPA seed
fibre. The roles of these genes in this tissues are un-
known, but it is possible that both F5H and CAD en-
zymes, if produced, are used in metabolic pathways,
such as in secondary metabolite or cuticle formation,
rather than in monolignol production.
In contrast to the genes encoding enzymes of the
lignin-specific phenylpropanoid pathway, there was seed
fibre-specific expression of genes encoding enzymes of
the flavonoid-specific pathway, with the highest tran-
script levels in elongating fibres at 7 and 15 DPA. We
also identified at least one gene encoding each of the en-
zymes of the general pathway (PAL, C4H, and 4CL) that
showed high transcript levels in at least one of the seed
fibre samples. This suggests that these enzymes are pro-
viding the precursors for flavonol rather than for mono-
lignol synthesis in seed fibre. Seed fibres indeed contain
flavonoids and expression of flavonoid synthesis-related
genes in seed fibre has been reported previously [55, 88].
The function of flavonoids in seed fibre has not been
established, but it is generally accepted that flavonoids
have various functions in plants including responses to
abiotic and biotic stress. Suppressed development of
seed fibre upon repression of F3H in cotton indicates,
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development [89].Conclusions
Despite both having SCWs, cotton seed fibres and xylem
tissues are very different in both cell wall composition
and transcript profiles. Cotton seed fibre transcriptomes
after about 15 DPA show that they become dedicated to
the production of their main cell wall polysaccharide,
cellulose, leading to their unusual highly cellulosic SCWs
that are essentially devoid of any lignin at maturity. It
has been suggested [55, 56] that SCW production during
seed fibre development has been re-programmed during
domestication and selection in modern breeding to sup-
press lignin biosynthesis whilst recruiting stress-response
genes needed to achieve greater fibre cell length and make
cotton fibres more useful for textiles, and this is evident in
our transcriptome data.
We used stem pith as an example of a non-seed fibre
PCW tissue, but discovered that cotton pith walls appear
to be another example of an ‘atypical’ dicot wall. Hist-
ology and transcript analysis suggest they are PCWs,
but compositional analysis detected significant levels of
lignin and xylan normally characteristic of SCWs. Few
studies have compared the chemistry of PCWs and
SCWs from the same species and in the same part ofFig. 10 Concept map of cotton TF and cell wall genes for SCW synthesis. T
walls), and in seed fibres (highly cellulosic cell walls) at transition to (SF15)
abundance of all the transcripts for each named gene/class. For visualisatio
structural genes. Colour key: yellow - TF activators, orange – lignin-specific T
structure and wall integrity, bronze - monolignol biosynthetic genesthe plant, so it is difficult to determine if this truly is
unusual or specific to cotton.
Comparisons between different tissues within cotton
have indicated that cotton SCW deposition, like that in
Arabidopsis, is probably regulated by a hierarchical cas-
cade of transcriptional activation and repression that
regulates cell wall polysaccharide, lignin, and protein
composition. Top tier factors like SND1/NST1 and
VND, that are conserved between cotton and Arabidop-
sis, initiate cotton SCW development, but key MYB reg-
ulators in lower tiers are missing from seed fibres and in
the other tissues are different to those prominent in Ara-
bidopsis, explaining their ‘atypical’ cell wall composi-
tions. Even stem xylem that contains a more ‘typical’
SCW, has a regulatory network that is different in detail
to those described for other species.
Figure 10 summarises our key findings on cotton
SCW biogenesis in both seed fibre and xylem. In xylem
SCW development, a number of key NAC TFs, including
ANAC036/61, ANAC071/96, VND, SND2/3, NST1/2, and
the MYB TF MYB61 are some of the most abundant of
the SCW activators. The lignin transcriptional activator
MYB42/85 is also very abundant. In this tissue, the mono-
lignol biosynthetic genes are far more abundant than
those for cellulose synthesis and deposition or for cell wall
structural proteins. The situation in seed fibres, however,
is quite different. At the transition to SCW deposition,F and cell wall gene expression in stem xylem (lignocellulosic cell
and during (SF25) SCW synthesis. Bubble area is relative to transcript
n, TF bubble size is at a larger scale (80×) than the biosynthetic and
F activator, black - TF repressors, blue - CesAs, grey - cellulose synthesis,
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abundant transcriptional activators, while the repressors
KNAT7 and MYB4/7/32 are also abundant. There is very
little expression of the lignin transcriptional activator
MYB42/85. By 25 DPA, there is an increased abundance
of SND2, MYB103, and KNAT7, and to a lesser extent
MYB61, SND1-like, NST1/2, while MYB42/85 expression
remains low. Also at this stage there is very high ex-
pression of cellulose biosynthetic genes, and cell wall
structural genes like FLAs. In contrast, the monolignol
biosynthetic genes, except for F5H, are very low in
abundance. SND1-like appears to act upstream of the
other factors and together with MYB103, SND2,
MYB61, and NST1/2 leads to the strong activation of
cellulose production and some cell wall structural pro-
teins, while MYB42/85 expression is repressed or not
activated, resulting in the absence of lignin in theses
‘atypical’ SCWs that make cotton fibres so ideal for
industrial uses.
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